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FCPS-II INDUCTION, SESSION JANUARY-2024 

(1st FELLOWSHIP) 

APPLICANTS SUBMITTED DOUBLE FORM 

(FCPS PART-I IN MORE THAN ONE SPECIALTY) 

Merit list of applicants of January 2024 induction session has been uploaded on PGMI website. Only 

Eligible applicants will be included in the further process of induction. 

Please be attentive and vigilant in next few days as process of induction will move forward quickly. 

APPLICANTS SUBMITTED DOUBLE FORM: A few applicants have submitted two forms in different 

specialties. There merit in both specialties is uploaded and now they are directed to choose one and 

surrender the other. For this purpose, they can send a message from their registered number to PGMI 

helpline (WhatsApp number 03495616101) with clear message about surrender of one application. 

When the portal for preferences/choices will be open, they should give preferences for one 

application/specialty. If they don’t surrender one application, software will either open portal for 

anyone application randomly or block their both applications. To save yourself from this 

inconvenience, surrender one before 2pm on 14th December 2023. Be aware, if you get slot 

allocated in both specialties, both slots will stand cancelled. 

APPLICANTS INTEND TO JOIN SUB-SPECIALTY: (This is not for those who are already doing pre- 

IMM training with PGMI as regular PG residents) The applicants who have completed two years pre- 

IMM training as specialty resident (Group A or B in Medicine & Allied or Surgery & allied) and now 

want to join sub-specialty for post-IMM three years training with PGMI Peshawar will appear for 

interview. (Date will be announced) Those who have already started sub-specialty training and want to 

join PGMI for remaining period of training are included in this group. 

LAST ADVICE: Please visit our official website and Facebook page regularly (at least once a day) for 

news, updates and announcements. 


